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 Background: Biological variation is extensively applied to vegetation studies and 

environmental evaluation as one of the important and immediate indices in defining 
ecosystem condition and through studying it, dynamic of plant population could be 

examined. Objective: For this purpose the effect of Altitude on plant varieties’ 

variation on hillsides of Kabirkouh in the Darre Shahr city from Iran was examined. To 
estimate the achieved results from height effect on variety variation, two regions 

Shirkhouni and Ahanroba were chosen as the intended treatments. Sampling was 

performed as accidental-orderly using one-meter square sampling frame. In order to 
evaluate numerical indices of variation, the software PAST was applied. Results: The 

results demonstrated that by height increase in the region Shirkhouni regarding Shanon 

and Sympson variation indices, with height increase the variety variation will also 
increase. In the region Ahanroba, however, by increase in height, the extent of these 

indices has decreased. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Biological variation is extensively applied to vegetation studies and environmental evaluation as one of the 

important and immediate indices in defining ecosystem condition and through studying it, scientists are able to 

examine dynamic of plant population (Fakhimi Abarghoie et al., 2011). Through measuring variation, we can 

examine varieties’ distribution and with emphasis on ecosystem dynamic, offer necessary managerial 

suggestions. Variety variation has been composed of two constitutes that the first one relates to varieties’ 

number being called variety richness. The second variation constitute is homogeneity relating to individuals 

distribution among varieties. Plant variation of every habitat is the result of ecological conditions and 

environmental factors and topography and environmental conditions dominant on it. And it is considered as the 

fully-fledged indicator of ecological features and germination power of the region. Therefore, identification and 

classification of plant variation in every habitat could be a suitable basis for categorizing habitats. Maintenance, 

management, appropriate, logical exploitation of plants involves scientific, fully-fledged recognition, lack of 

information about plant coverage and variety variation of these regions would make it impossible to correctly 

plan for this ecosystem (Mirzaei et al., 2008).  

 So many numerous factors influence on variety variation. Presence and Scatter of plant populations on 

grassland ecosystems is not accidental, but rather climatic, soil, height, and human factors are of basic role in 

their spreads (Fahimipour et al., 2010). Topography also is among very effective factors on variety a variation 

and richness. In many researches also Altitude has been introduced as an effective factor on variation, richness, 

and homogeneity of plants. Many studies have been performed in this regard. Chawla et al (2008), in examining 

biological variation of wooden varieties in height gradient on Eastern Himalaya indicated that the amount of 

indices such as plant biological variation will be of ascending trend by increase in Altitude (middle heights) and 

then show a descending trend (high altitudes). Hegazy et al (1998) also, in examining variation and frequency of 

plants in height gradient in Saudi Arabia showed that on intermediate altitudes, variation, frequency and 

homogeneity get to their highest amount. 
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Methodology: 

 This study was conducted on grasslands in the Darre Shahr city located on Southeastern Ilam province, 

Western Iran. The intended region is at geographical situation of 33° and 9 min northern latitude and 47° and 24 

min Eastern length, the maximum Altitude of 3050m and minimum 301m. The climate of the region is semi-dry 

and of semi-steppes type. Average annual rainfall is 390mm and average annual temperature is 20.9 °C. 

Seasonal changes in rainfall are relatively high in the region and the greatest extent of rainfall is in the fall and 

winter. Long-run average of annual temperature indicates that the highest temperature average was in August 

with 34.8 °C and its lowest one has been in December with 7.7 °C. Two regions Shirkhouni (height of 1110 and 

1300 meters) and Ahanroba (height of 1500 and 1800) were selected as the intended treatments. Sampling site 

in any altitude or treatment was completely homogenous and indicator of features in the two regions. Sampling 

was done within net population and it was attempted not to put samples inside ecotone (distance between two 

populations). Sampling was done as accidental-orderly using one-meter-square sampling frame. The number of 

needed plots was specified using original sampling and the relation one. Within each plot, the name of plant 

varieties, germination form and each variety’s density was specified. To recognize unknown varieties at 

sampling site, the book Ilam flora and grassland professionals and plant experts was used. After sampling within 

each plot, the number of every plant variety and the number of all varieties were specified. In order to evaluate 

numerical indices of variation, the software PAST was used. To examine and verify significance of difference 

about variation extent, richness, and homogeneity of the region under study, for the reason of data being 

independent and because of replicates’ being independent in treatments, the independent analysis t-test at 0.05 

significance level using the software SPSS was performed.  
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 Where N is the minimum required samples, t is from t-student table, X is defined as average original 

sample, P is as one-percent error limits, and S
2
 is variance.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 The results achieved from calculating Shanon variation index in the region Shirkhouni demonstrated that by 

height increase, the amount of this index increased showing that height variety variation is in latitude increase 

conditions. However, in the region Ahanroba, by height increase, the extent of the index decreases (Table 1). 

The results also showed that by increase in latitude, the amount of Simpson index increased in region 

Shirkhouni and variety variation is higher. But in the region Ahanroba, with increase in latitude, the extent of 

Simpson index decreases (Table 1).  

 
Table 1: Calculated amounts of Shanon and Simpson variation and Hail homogeneity indices in the Shirkhouni region (1110 m to 1800 m). 

Height Transect Shanon 

variation index 

Simpson 

variation index 

Hail 

homogeneity index 

 1 1.68 0.733 0.315 

 2 1.57 0.704 0.193 

1110 3 1.95 0.653 0.256 

 4 2.33 0.864 0.415 

 5 1.52 0.622 0.262 

 1 2.39 0.842 0.376 

 2 2.53 0.877 0.522 

1300 3 2.32 0.861 0.362 

 4 1.88 0.656 0.254 

 5 2.00 0.791 0.341 

 1 3.00 0.966 0.554 

 2 2.69 0.893 0.373 

1500 3 3.00 0.938 0.532 

 4 2.84 0.913 0.468 

 5 2.87 0.983 0.466 

 1 2.93 0.924 0.551 

 2 2.76 0.890 0.492 

1800 3 2.61 0.815 0.388 

 4 2.43 0.878 0.345 

 5 2.31 0.081 0.371 

 

 Comparison of Shanon variation index with respect to t-test suggests that there exists a statistically 

significant difference between two regions Shirkhouni and Ahanroba in different replicates (Table 2). However, 

the achieved results from comparison of Shanon variation index using t-test showed that there exists no 

significant difference in two regions Shirkhouni and Ahanroba (Table 2).  
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 The achieved results from calculating Hail homogeneity index in district Shirkhouni show that with 

increase in altitude, the extent of this index will increase. In Ahanroba district, however, with altitude increase, 

the numerical extent of Hail index will find a descending trend (Table 1). The comparison of Hail homogeneity 

index regarding t-test demonstrates that between the two districts Shirkhouni and Ahanroba, there exists a 

significant difference (Table 2).  

 
Table 2: The calculated values resulted from t-test of Shanon and Simpson variation index and Hail homogeneity index in Shirkhouni and 

Ahanroba regions.  

  

t 

 

df 

Two-sided 

significance 

level 

The mean 

difference 

Standard deviation of 

the difference between 

the 2 groups 

Confidence limits 95% 

low limit high limit 

Assuming equal 
variance (Shanon) 

-5.329 18 0.000 -0.72700 0.13642 -1.0136 -0.44040 

Not assume equality of 

variance (Shanon) 

-5.329 15.471 0.000 -0.72700 0.13642 -1.0170 -0.43700 

Assuming equal 
variance (Simpson) 

-0.711 18 0.486 -0.06390 0.08991 -0.2527 0.12499 

Not assume equality of 

variance (Simpson) 

-0.711 11.395 0.492 -0.06390 0.08991 -0.2609 0.13315 

Assuming equal 

variance (Hail) 

-3.170 18 0.005 -12.4800 0.03937 -0.2075 -0.0420 

Not assume equality of 

variance (Hail) 

-3.170 17.443 0.005 -12.4800 0.03937 -0.2077 -0.0419 

 

 Simpson variation index varies between zero and one and reflects dominance. Because in comparison with 

rare varieties, it is more sensitive to varieties with more abundance. Shanon variation index indicates 

populations’ health condition and its amount varies between zero and 4.5. If there exists a variety in the sample 

or the population is under stress or destruction, the Shanon index will equal to zero and when only its amount 

will be near maximum that the whole varieties be of the same number of individuals and/or the population be 

away from pollution and stress (Kent and Coker, 1996). Hail homogeneity index is a ratio of much abundant 

varieties number to abundant varieties. In the present study, Shanon variation indicates difference between the 

two regions. But it is recommended that if the management aim is dominance of one or more varieties within 

community, Simpson index is applied and if management aims to pay attention to rare varieties, it is better to 

use Shanon index (Fakhimi Abarghoie et al., 2011).  

 The study results demonstrate that the effect of altitude on variety variation and homogeneity indices is 

significant that at first with increase in altitude (middle hillsides of 1300 to 1500m), variety variation and 

homogeneity will increase. Then with increase in altitude in upper hillsides (1800m) variety variation has 

decreased. Grytness and Vestass (2002), Fisher et al (2004), Sang (2009), and Chawla et al (2008) in their 

research achieved similar results based on the effect of altitude on variation, richness and homogeneity of 

vegetation.  

 Mirzaei et al (2008) examined variety variation of grass plants in the region Arqavan in Ilam province. The 

achieved results showed that altitude is of significant effect on variation of grass varieties and hillside with low 

height (lower than 1630m) holds the highest variation. Also, Fallahchay and Marvie Mohadjer (2005) Showed 

in their studies that with increase in Altitude, varieties’ number (variety richness) will decrease, but varieties’ 

frequency (variety homogeneity) will increase. Fisher et al (2004) by studying about altitude gradient length in 

Arizona achieved that result that low altitudes hold high variety richness. Also, Grytness and Vestass (2002) 

declared that the maximum amount of variety variation and richness was in middle altitudes and with increase in 

altitude. Variety variation and richness will decrease. By altitude increase, severe climate conditions, especially 

severe cold, will decrease plant varieties’ variation. Typically, suitable conditions regarding temperature have 

been in middle levels and with altitude increase. Variation decreases, in that, by altitude increase temperature 

will become low. Snow-and-hail falling and blowing of severe winds causes decrease in plant germination 

period and so the varieties will remain being able to tolerate climate severity. On the other hand, by altitude 

increase in the regions, soil depth decreases and opportunity for water penetration becomes low and rainfall will 

move in the from of drainage and causes erosion and soil washing from these regions. And in long run, soil-

making phenomenon will occur less than before. Creating such conditions can have negative effects on variation 

and richness of plant varieties in high altitudes. 
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